In "Efficient Stack Distance Computation for a Class of Priority Replacement Policies," Gianfranco Bilardi, Kattamuri Ekanadham, and Pratap Pattnaik present a comprehensive analysis and a new class of priority replacement policies, the Nearly Static Priorities, which in many cases is close to the OPT replacement policy. The authors evaluate the Min-Tree algorithm that achieves significantly better performance than the traditional Linear Scan algorithm and is amenable to parallelization.
In "Multi-fault Tolerance for Cartesian Data Distributions," Nawab Ali, Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Mahantesh Halappanavar, and Jeff Daily describe new algorithms that are designed to be tolerant to faults. Such faults are expected to happen more frequently in future large-scale systems. In particular, the authors propose fault-tolerant linear algebra algorithms. These algorithms are tested on a real setup and the results show that faults are tolerated efficiently with little overhead.
